
PAY IT FORWARD ASSIGNMENT

PAY IT FORWARD ASSIGNMENT. This year, the Grade 10 religion course has been centered on what it means to be
human. We have looked at the affect of.

This news is mentioned on television while airing Trevor's interview. Venturing outside, they see hundreds of
people gathering in a vigil to pay their respects to Trevor, with yet more people arriving in a stream of vehicles
visible in the distance as the movie ends. He explains that his father was always abusive of him and his mother
always took him back. And the end of the film proves that this problem can be solved. Surely, the main kind
of love is the love to the world that Trevor is trying to change. But the plan is difficult in realization as most of
people are indifferent. That is why I have decided to take it as an example and write the evaluation essay on a
movie. Thomas Newman being a composer of the film created great music that touch your very soul. Actors
played their roles perfectly. She meets the teacher to discuss the assignment. What was his expected impact?
As Eugene and Arlene run down to stop the fight, the main bully who is a gangster-like boy impulsively pulls
out a knife. But one of the bullies appears to have a knife and the main character dies. Once the issue has been
selected, invite students to investigate the issue further to learn more about its origins, causes, and impact on
the community. The movie shows us the struggle with indifference. We learn that helping each other is a good
and necessary thing nowadays. Ask: How are "pay it forward" and Dr. When Arlene later tries to explain her
choice to Eugene, the audience learns how Eugene's burns were the result of terrible child abuse by his father.
Watch the movie Pay it Forward. He suggests the simple way of changing it for the better by doing a favor to
three people. In the ripples that emanate from each of us, what we do ultimately affects millions of people we
don't know, maybe even in countries we've never even visited. Eugene is the next man Trevor chooses for his
experiment. The third person is his classmate who suffers violence of bully schoolboys. Simonet gave to the
class? Discuss their traits. At around this point, Jerry, who has moved on to another city, discovers a woman
about to commit suicide by jumping off a bridge; even when she throws her purse at him and yells at him to
get away, Jerry simply talks gently to her, encouraging her to come down and talk to him about her problems.
Students may be able to research these topics through the following sites:. Later that night back at their home,
Trevor confronts his mother about her alcoholism, and in a fit of anger she slaps him across the face. Such
examples may include smoking, drinking, drugs, violence, bullying, racism, discrimination, injustice,
dropouts, global issues, illiteracy, and animal extinction. Or known someone who has known us. This is one of
the main problems nowadays and we must eradicate it. Kevin Spacey as a teacher of social studies is amazing.


